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verbs and diachronic syntax: a comparative history of ... - verbs and diachronic syntax: a comparative
history of english and french by ian g. roberts (review) david lightfoot language, volume 70, number 3,
september 1994, pp. 571-578 (review) the diachrony of english light verbs - linguistics - the diachrony of
english light verbs marion elenbaas leiden university proposal : this talk proposes a synchronic and diachronic
analysis of english light verb constructions, concentrating on those consisting of a light verb and an indefinite
deverbal nominal complement, e.g. give/have a moan, take/make a bow . the analysis tackles two towards a
diachronic typology of future tenses - sle2019 - towards a diachronic typology of future tenses contact
name: eugen hill contact email: eugen.hill@uni-koeln ... with inchoative copula verbs (cf. the werden-future in
german or the imperfective future in north slavic). less robustly attested are futures succeeding constructions
with verbs such as diachronic correspondence in the conjugations of the verbs - diachronic
correspondence in the conjugations of the verbs of the japanese dialects1 onishi takuichiro 1roduction the
purpose of this paper is threefold. firstly, i wish to propose the notion of conjugation class, which is a
particularly effective tool for historical comparative research on the conjugation of verbs in the japanese
dialects. diachronic verb movements in chinese - aijssnet - diachronic verb movements in chinese ke zou
english department california state university, east bay ... and the two directional verbs, a natural way to
accommodate them is to project three vps with the three verbs as ... chinese directional verb compound, and
proposing a morpho-syntactic analysis of the two diachronic verb movements within the ... a diachronic
study on the complementation of the verb ... - discussing the complementation of the verb caution, the
focus will be on the complementation of verbs. thus, i will adopt here the definition offered by quirk et al
(1984, 344) who define it as the obligatory elements used with a particular verb to make the listener or reader
of the language get or understand a particular sense of this verb. modeling diachronic change in the third
person singular: a ... - modeling diachronic change in the third person singular: a multifactorial, verb- and
author-speciﬁc exploratory approach1 stefan th. gries university of california, santa barbara and ... the verbs
do, have and say lag behind other verbs in their occurrence with diachronicpertinacityoflightverbs - uni
konstanz - understanding of light verbs than is often assumed in the literature. section 3 presents historical
evidence showing that light verbs tend to be stable or pertinacious in diachronic terms. this is again a property
that sets light verbs apart from auxiliaries, which in contrast are very mutable across time.
grammaticalization, complementization and the development ... - following the use of early corpus
based methodologies to document the diachronic increase in the zero complementizer in a number of different
verbs (e.g. say, tell, think, know), from me through pde, researchers then turned their attention to trying to
understand the factors that might be motivating the observed and ongoing diachrony in biblical hebrew ancient hebrew grammar - diachrony in biblical hebrew and a theory of language change ... diachronic
typology, somewhat anticipating its application to the case of ‘ עדיknow’ in biblical hebrew. 3. diachronic
typology and tense-aspect-mood (tam) systems ... based on discernible patterns of perfective verbs in tam
(tense-aspect-mood) 86 john a. multiple routes to clause union: the diachrony of complex ... - multiple
routes to clause union: the diachrony of complex verb phrases t. givón university of oregon eugene, oregon ...
so that the two main diachronic pathways that yi eld complex clauses are, from my perspective, the ...
including co-lexicalization of the precursor verbs. and second, because the causative main verb ...
ditransitive constructions in germanic languages ... - from a diachronic perspective, research has mostly
concentrated on changes in the available patterns for ditransitive verbs (e.g. the emergence of the
prepositional to-construction in the history of english), changes in the formal and functional features of the
respective constructions a diachronic study on the complementation of the verb - a diachronic study on
the complementation of the verb try ... also, not all verbs, even if they were semantically compatible with the
context, would allow the omission of the np. for instance, the verb peruse unquestionably requires a
complement. huddleston and pullum (ibid., 221) therefore conclude that “if an the diachronic development
of a modal verb of necessity 1 ... - the idea we have put forth is that verbs' syntax and morphology are
determined in some of their aspects by their thematic grid. in this paper, we will show that, the loss of a verb’s
thematic grid is accompanied by a change in its syntax and morphology. thus, the diachronic change
described in this paper as a process of dynamic two-place indirect verbs in french: a synchronic ... - on
the one hand, we wish to present a comprehensive diachronic study of a valency change in a group of dynamic
two-place french verbs. in medieval french, they occur with an indirect object, i.e., with the preposition à, but
in modern french, they generally only occur with a direct object in modern french. this group includes the
following verbs: synchronic and diachronic explanation - (ii) typological universals are a diachronic
phenomenon that result in synchronic patterns of grammar. • givón (1984): the correlation between vo word
order and prepositions, and ov word order with postpositions reflects the frequently occurring origin of
adpositions as verbs within serial verb constructions. ‘nominalization’ taken literally: a diachronic corpus
... - ing nouns from verbs. it is argued that the diachronic developments are neatly accounted for in a usage-
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based theory of word-formation change. this account treats diachronic changes affecting word-forma-tion
patterns as constructional change, which is in turn conditioned by changes in the availability and
prototypicality of construal options serial verb construction in mandarin chinese: the ... - grammar with
a diachronic perspective. the findings may help clarify chinese grammar for language learners for their
understanding and usage of this syntactic pattern. 1. introduction1 this study presents a synchronic analysis of
the serial verb construction in mandarin chinese (hereafter chinese) to seek a unified account of this
construction. the denominal verbs in brazilian portuguese: distinguishing ... - denominal verbs in
brazilian portuguese: distinguishing between diachronic and synchronic structures within distributed
morphology approach indaiá de santana bassani* • abstract: recent work on argument structure has shown
that there must be a synchronic relation between nouns and derived verbs that can be treated in structural
terms. however, derivational paradigms and competition in english: a ... - a diachronic study on
competing causative verbs and their derivatives cristina fernández-alcaina, university of granada, spain jan
Čermák, charles university in prague, czech republic although there is no clear definition of competition in
morphology, it is often described uva-dare (digital academic repository) synchronic ... - verb cluster can
be defined as a combination of two or more verbs in the right periphery of a clause, which typically cannot be
interrupted and which have a shared argument structure (coupé 2015:1-2). one common type of two-verb
clusters consists of a perfective or passive ... diachronic changes in the use of verb cluster orders are reviewed
... the diachronic syntax of ditransitive constructions from ... - the diachronic syntax of ditransitive
constructions from archaic chinese to early southern min (sinitic) hilary chappell alain peyraube centre de
recherches linguistiques sur verb-particle constructions and prefixed verbs in italian ... - verb-particle
constructions and prefixed verbs in italian: typology, diachrony and semantics 159 ugro-finnic languages such
as estonian and hungarian (cf. e.g. ackerman & the evolution of verb classes and verb agreement in
sign ... - diachronic development within the verbal system ‘body as subject’ is more basic, comes first
diachronically ‘body as subject’ persists in plain verbs in agreeing verbs, ‘body as subject’ is present when
subject agreement is dropped ‘body as 1 st person’ comes later diachronically (if at all) (padden et al in press)
introduction ... diachronic semantics of the modal verb -sóból- in luganda ... - diachronic semantics of
the modal verb -sóból- in luganda a corpus-driven approach* deo kawalya i, ii, koen bostoen i, iii and gillesmaurice de schryver i, iv i ghent university / ii makerere university / iii université libre de bruxelles / iv
university of pretoria in this article the semantic evolution of the modal verb -sóból- in luganda is ... assamese
verb serialization in functional, areal ... - synchronic analysis of the categorical status of serialized verbs,
on the one hand, and the underlying structure of the clause in which they appear, on the other. however,
taken from a diachronic perspective, the salient properties of serial verb constructions as well as their utility as
a primary channel for the recruitment of diachrony of stative dimensional verbs in french - been
examined in terms of their diachronic sources and stages of development using di u erent etymological
dictionaries (e.g., ewfs, few, robert historique). 6 2.2 origins of sdvs the analysis has shown that the majority of
sdvs are transparent. most of them do indeed go back to dynamic verbs or special groups of stative verbs,
which the syntactic valency of some verbs in the book of dede ... - in this article, the syntactic valency
of the verbs in the book of dede kor-kut (kitab-ı dede korkut) is investigated diachronically. the aim is to list
the verbs whose valency shows differences in comparison to the facts of modern turkish and/or modern
azerbaijani and to try to explain the reasons of the corresponding diachronic changes. typology of labile
verbs: focus on diachrony - diachronic aspects. the issues to be addressed include: • theoretical and
descriptive aspects of a study of labile verbs: – should such verbs be treated as one lexical unit with two
different syntactic uses or as two separate lexical units, – which of the two constructions may be considered as
basic (transitive or diachronic applications in hispanic linguistics - spanish, diachronic syntactic changes,
and semantic changes in verbs such as ser, estar, and haber. the target audience for this volume comprises
students of hispanic linguistics, as well as general readers and scholars with an interest in the field. each
chapter presents the relevant information of its topic (data, concepts, theories, etc.) in a download 201
turkish verbs fully conjugated in all the ... - verbs series by talat vg 201 dutch verbs fully conjugated in
all the tenses browse and read 201 ... motion events in english 33 3. diachronic perspectives as talmy (2000:
ii, 118) aptly points out, tracing the route by which a language shifts – or indeed, maintains – its typological
pattern for diachronic construction grammar vs. grammaticalization theory - diachronic construction
grammar vs. grammaticalization theory ... phasal or modal complement-taking verbs like ‘finish’ or ‘want’, or
semantically non- ... diachronic change by which the ... transitivity and the diachronic development of
diﬀerential ... - transitivity and the diachronic development of diﬀerential object marking ... lower-transitivity
verbs. in this paper we provide diachronic evidence from the development ... the relation between verbs
semantics and the development of diﬀerential object marking in spanish. here we summarise some of the
main results. transitivity alternations in diachrony - cambridge scholars - (a) the verb class (verbs
denoting change-of-state) that participates in these alternations constitutes the central or prototypical class of
transitive verbs (as i will argue in the second chapter/theoretical framework); (b) the diachronic behaviour of
these verbs -in comparison with the diachronic behaviour of the author accepted manuscript the future is
in the past: a ... - in her data, motion verbs and dynamic non-motion verbs consistently favored the
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periphrastic future, while stative, perception, and psychological verbs disfavored it. adverbial modification has
also been found to condition the diachronic variation in canonical future expression. in aaron’s (2006) results,
the absence of a temporal modifier on the verbal origin of the bantu verb suffixes 1 - sal-home - the
verbal origin of the bantu modality prefixes has been noted for a long time. for detailed discussion of some of
the evidence supporting this view, see givon [1969:3.4.2.1.]. briefly, it may be claimed that: (a) the bantu
modality morphemes arose from main verbs dominating sen-tential complements; dialogue and epistemic
stance: a diachronic analysis of ... - dialogue and epistemic stance: a diachronic analysis of cognitive verb
constructions in spanish victoria vázquez rozas universidade de santiago de compostela 1. introduction1 in
dialogues, it is common to find constructions comprised of a verb of thought or belief expressing the cognitive
attitude of the speaker towards the clausal content, as diachronic perspective on variable copulative
prefixes ... - remnants of full copulative verbs. this point of view is illustrated by means of both synchronic
and diachronic evidence. it is furthermore indicated that the semantic nature of the copulative verb stem -le
and its inability to take the normal inflections for tense and aspect are contributing factors to its deletion from
copulative structures. the french i-conjugation from a diachronic perspective - the french i-conjugation
from a diachronic perspective christoph schwarze university of konstanz topic and scope of the paper this
paper proposes a sketch of how /sk/, a latin suffix of word formation, developed into an a history of the
japanese language - assets - a history of the japanese language ... 3.5.1 verb classes; bigrade verbs 118
3.5.1.1 diachronic classiﬁ cation of verbs 119 3.5.2 pre-history of verb sufﬁ xes 120 3.6 verb extensions 123
3.7 particles 124 3.7.1 case particles 125 3.7.1.1 main old japanese case particles 126 diachronic change in
the english passive - viii diachronic change in the english passive 3.3 past participle and its various uses 59
3.3.1 various tests for the distinction between adjectival and verbal participles 60 3.3.2 affixes 64 3.3.2.1
prefix ge-64 3.3.2.2 suffix -ed 68 3.3.3 participle with two different forms 70 3.3.4 stative verbs 75 3.3.5
prepositonal verb phrase 78 the past and perfect tenses. a diachronic and synchronic ... - tense is a
grammatical category used in the description of verbs, namely, those variations in the morphological form of
the verb, such as the inflection of third person singular in present indicative, as in example (1), the past of
regular verbs, as in example (2) and the past of the synchronic and diachronic syntax of the english
verb ... - the synchronic and diachronic syntax of the english verb-particle combination een wetenschappelijke
proeve op het gebied van de letteren proefschrift ter verkrijging van de graad van doctor aan de radboud
universiteit nijmegen op gezag van de rector magnificus prof. dr. c.w.p.m. blom, volgens besluit van het
college van decanen frisian strong and weak verbs in the face of dutch ... - 58 r. knooihuizen et al. 1
introduction in recent years, there has been a growing interest in verbal inﬂection class change in the
germanic languages. introduction to english language & linguistics - tu chemnitz - introduction to
english language & linguistics 0. introduction to language and linguistics 0.1. grammar = linguistics from
school 0.2. linguistics = thinking about language 0.3. features of human language 1. phonetics & phonology 2.
morphology & word formation 3. syntax and grammar 4. semantics, pragmatics and lexicology 5.
macrolinguistics 5.1 ... diachronic changes in japanese compound verbs: a ... - diachronic changes in
japanese compound verbs: a perspective from construction morphology kiyoko toratani (york university) aoki
(2013) discusses the diachronic development of japanese verb-verb (v1-v2) compound verbs (e.g. osi-iru pushenter ‘force into’), postulating that they originally had a complex phrasal synchrony and diachrony in
transitivity pairs (oral) - language, namely japanese, utilizing the entire available japanese diachronic verb
vocabulary. haspelmath (1993) concluded that japanese is a language preferring equipollent patterns, while
nichols et al. (2004) classified japanese as transitivizing with respect to animate verbs. although both
approaches do not entirely coincide with respect diachronex: corpus-based exercises for english
diachronic ... - diachronex: corpus-based exercises for english diachronic linguistics katrien heremans and
hubert cuyckens1 university of leuven 1 setting the scene over the past ten to fifteen years, interest in
diachronic linguistics and (mecha-nisms of) language change has been mounting. this can be seen, for
instance,
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